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Introduction
Some people still believe that a good spanking does a lot more than a long talk. These naughty ladies
know that when they act out of line the only way to learn their lesson is beneath a strong hand. Some of
them like it so much they act out just to earn another slap on the butt! This is a site for any BDS&M
enthusiast.

Adult Review
Pure Spanking is a site that will surprise some viewers who have become used to role play sites that shy away from real hand
to ass action in favor of a lot of giggling and faking. When you sign-up for pure spanking you are raising your hand - and you
are saying "I want to see a real ass slap."
  
  Offering nearly 50 original videos in 460x340 resolution, this is a site from the same people who produce Rick Savage's
hardcore bondage site. That means the movies are only available in .mov format but it also means that they are clips worth
watching and featuring performers you have never seen before in some harrowing situations. Naughty gals who need a strong
hand to help them get back on the right path.
  
  Along with all the videos are picture sets in 800x530 resolution to help flesh-out the action for you. These are not suitable
for printing but they make a fine addition to any offline image collection and are well worth watching as a slideshow on a
rainy day.
  
  If you get a thrill from watching the way a woman squirms across your lap as she senses the impending spank from your
palm, take the tour and see what a Pure Spanking site has to offer.
  
  Pure Spanking is a little more expensive than other sites but it also provides a more elusive kind of content so it is worth the
extra few bucks if you are a spanking aficionado. There are a lot of different options offered for members so read them
carefully. Some save you money over time and others include various "up-sells" - picking the right membership for your cock
is am important task and one that should not be overlooked just because you are eager to get in on the ass smacking action!

Porn Summary
Pure Spanking is a solid site that provides it's members with exactly what it promises, a stingy red ass on a pretty girl who
needs help learning some of life's important lessons. Join up and become a mentor in your own right!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Plenty of spankings to add to your spank bank!'
Quality: 81  Updates: 84 Exclusive: 95 Interface: 80
Support: 80 Unique: 80    Taste: 72        Final: 80

Porn Sites Included
RickSavage (85) ,Pain Freaks (85) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Asexual, BDSM, Bondage, Exclusive, Extreme, Fetish

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $39.95 Preview: 2 Days for $1.00 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
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